
THE RELATIONSHIP OF POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES IN THE

AGE OF CHARLEMAGNE

In this chapter, a variety of aspects of medieval Christianity are explored through the lens of the Carolingian empire, and
Charlemagneâ€™s reign in particular. Throughout the chapter attention is paid to the complex interplay of religion and
politics, and the chapter attempts to.

In other words, just as Charlemagne had dominated the Church in a caesaro-papal way, the Church would
gradually begin to achieve a role reversal. In this world, therefore, the dominion of good men is profitable for
human affairs. Educational reform was also high on Charlemagne's agenda. Moreover, the higher clergy
played an active part in political life. This energetic political, cultural, and religious reform, is today known as
the Carolingian Renaissance and is one reason Charles was given the appellation, "Great," in Latin,
Charlemagne. Schaff alludes to this by using these events to build up to the big coronation day in 
Charlemagne would use this collection as the basis for religious legislation, and for his ecclesiastical
capitularies. In February of the Papal States were sold back to the Italian government, but the Vatican was
soon recognized as a sovereign state by many countries. Education was also carefully tended. Augustine
insisted that the Church be forgiving toward the lapsed. In addition to complex political reasons for wanting
the caption, Charles had theological reasons. He was the first Emperor to rule the continent since the fall of
Rome and was seen as a powerful adversary to the successful Byzantine Empire, centered in modern-day
Turkey. While each was to play a distinct and important role of its own, their hierarchical roles were spelled
out in a sermon delivered by Augustine: Consider these several grades of human powers. The partially
illiterate Charles believed that success in his political and religious reforms depended on learning: "although
doing right is better than knowledge, knowledge comes before doing. Johann J. Furthermore, he believed that
his own devotion to the virtues of Christianity and to the Church should be reflected throughout the empire.
Stamping Out Pagans and Heretics One of the bishops chief duties was to root out paganism from their locale.
Wherefore if the true God is worshiped it is advantageous that good men should long reign both far and wide.
As canon law mounted, so did the power of the Church to cleverly use the civil code for its own legal demands
and conveniences. As emperor, Charlemagne proved to be a talented diplomat and able administrator of the
vast area he controlled. Above all, the accusatorial procedure of litigation in both civil and criminal cases
came virtually to eliminate the inquisitorial procedure that had taken over Roman law and been introduced
into the law of the Church in the fourth century. Citation Information.


